Velocity-Adaptive Prescribed Performance Control for Carrier-Based Aircraft Based on Guardian Maps
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The automatic carrier landing process is a significant and complex due to the plant variation of carrier-based aircraft. To reasonably identify the stability interval for specific performance, an adaptive control strategy based on the guardian map approach is proposed. Prescribed performance, namely, stability margin, damping requirements, or flying quality requirements, is analytically formulated using a guardian map. The null space of guardian maps restricts the prescribed performance regarding the poles’ location. The feasible corridor of control parameters is generated based on the null space of guardian maps. Besides, a velocity-adaptive prescribed performance control method is proposed to conduct the attitude control of carrier-based aircraft. Simulation shows that the short-period mode of carrier-based aircraft will be driven from unstable to stable as the velocity decreases. Moreover, simulation results demonstrate the proposed control method and indicate that the attitude loop control of carrier-based aircraft possesses more underdamped responses as the velocity decreases.

1. Introduction

Carrier-based aircraft (CA) are important naval air forces in modern navies. Short-distance take-off and landing ability are the critical concern. The aircraft should tightly follow the glideslope with a specific speed profile, then accurately land at the designated location with specific closed-loop performance [1]. Many undesirable landing conditions lead to the complex automatic carrier landing system (ACLS) design, including poor visibility, turbulent disturbance, carrier air wake, continuously narrow deck motion, and complex sea environment [2]. Hence, developing an ACLS to fully, automatically, and precisely control the aircraft with specific performance has become a significant issue.

Considerable research to address ACLS has been developed. A massive of advanced or intelligent control theories and algorithms have been studied to handle the automatic landing task, such as neural network control [3], adaptive disturbance rejection control [4, 5], backstepping control [6, 7], preview control [8], compensate control based on nonlinear dynamic inverse [9], multivariable adaptive control [10], and prescribed performance control [11]. For example, a PID controller with dynamic inversion for ACLS was designed for longitudinal dynamic flight control [12]. Besides, a nonlinear control law based on the slide-mode control (SMC) technique was designed to address ACLS’s robustness [13]. Moreover, the landing trajectory is formulated as a vector field, and a time-varying guidance law was proposed [14]. In addition, a fixed-time flight controller was developed to converge the landing path to the desired profile in a fixed time [15]. Autolanding on the moving CA is very complex due to the nonlinearity, multivariable coupling, parametric uncertainty CA dynamics, and restricted high performance for landing control.

The prescribed performance control (PPC) was first proposed by Bechlioulis and Rovithakis to guarantee transient performance [16]. The essence of PPC is to restrict the tracking error within a specific profile addressing the transient performance. The convergence speed, overshoot, undershoot, and damping ratio should be strictly disciplined. PPC focuses on formulating and integrating prescribed performance in the control design process. For instance, an integral prediction error term was introduced to eliminate the steady-state error [17]. A fuzzy logic system was
addressed for finite-time stability with PPC [18]. Besides, a robust integral of the sign of the error (RISE) term was incorporated to reject the fuzzy logic system approximation errors and external disturbances [19]. In addition, an adaptive decentralized PPC problem for a class of large-scale nonlinear systems was discussed [20]. The PPC strategy was introduced as a practical approach to address the closed-loop performance under specific uncertainty or non-linearity [21, 22]. The transfer function’s pole location drives the closed-loop system’s dynamics. Hence, the prescribed performance may be represented as the restriction of pole location in a complex plane.

Guardian maps were introduced as a unifying approach for stability analysis of parameterized families of matrices or polynomials [23]. A monoparametric pseudo-polynomial family is defined by a guardian map to define the maximal stability interval for linear time-invariant fractional-order initialized systems [24]. Guardian maps provide an analytic approach to restrict the poles’ location of closed-loop systems. Hence, any closed-loop performance related to the poles’ location can be prescribed by guardian maps. Herein, the restriction of poles’ location is regarded as the generalized stability. Therefore, flying quality requirements can be represented by the guardian map approach [25].

The application of guardian maps consists of two aspects. The first is to define the boundary of the parametric system with prescribed generalized stability, including control and plant parameters. An analytical approach has been proposed based on guardian maps for stability margin in aircraft design [26]. The second is to design the adaptive law for parameter-varying. The highly nonlinear aero-engine control problem was solved with the LPV/PI control based on guardian maps [27]. Moreover, guardian maps can be utilized in wide-scale nonlinear systems to address scheduling or switching algorithms [28, 29]. Besides, the guardian maps can be integrated into the adaptive control structure to maintain asymptotic convergence [30].

The guardian map approach’s superiority lies in directly identifying the stability region. It identifies the performance boundaries with a suitable initial solution [31]. A sufficient condition for determining the performance margin was presented [32]. The guardian map approach is more concise and efficient than the pole-placement approach. Moreover, it can directly limit the feasible range of parameters with a small amount of computation. One- and two-parameter stability problems have been proposed with the analytical solution. In contrast, the multiparameter stability problem has been solved with a numerical approach for solving the null space of guardian maps.

The main contributions of the work are summarized as follows. First, the closed-loop performance is transformed to the pole location of the linearized system, whereas the system’s nonlinearity is represented as a shift of pole location. A prescribed performance control method is proposed using the formulated guardian maps for the closed-loop system. Guardian map theory provides a concise approach to identifying the boundary of parameters where the performance degradants. Second, a control-gain design strategy is proposed to prevent performance degradation. Moreover, a velocity-adaptive PPC for CA is developed to validate the proposed approach. The Lyapunov function defines the convergence envelope to ensure the prescribed performance. The convergence envelope is equivalent to the time constant and damping ratio. The Lyapunov function restricts the response from the aspect of energy, whereas the guardian maps approach from the poles’ distribution.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The basic principles of guardian map theory are briefly introduced in Section 2. The longitudinal dynamic model of a CA and a velocity-based linear parameter-varying modeling method are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the process of the adaptive prescribed performance control method. Simulation results and the conclusion come at last.

2. Guardian Maps for Generalized Stability

2.1. Preliminary. The guardian maps were introduced as a unifying approach for studying the generalized stability of parameterized families of matrices or polynomials [23]. A matrix’s generalized stability is defined as the open subset $\Omega$ in the complex plane containing all matrix eigenvalues. The matrices’ set with $\Omega$ is expressed as

$$S_\Omega = \{ A \in R^{n \times n} : \lambda(A) \subset \Omega \},$$

where $\lambda(A)$ represents the set of eigenvalues of matrix $A$. A matrix in the $S_\Omega$ is regarded as $\Omega$-stable.

The guardian function $\nu$ maps an $n$-order matrix to a scalar. Let $\partial S_\Omega$ indicates the boundary of $S_\Omega$. If the following condition holds, $\nu$ is a guardian map of $S_\Omega$:

$$\nu(A) = 0 \iff A \in \partial S_\Omega.$$  

(2)

The necessary and sufficient condition (2) implies that the range of the guardian map of genialized stability $\Omega$ is polarity-invariant and vanishes on the boundary of $\Omega$. Hence, it provides a comprehensive application for generalized stability analysis for parametric families of matrices. For instance, let a matrix $A(r)$ depend continuously on $r$, where $r = [r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_k]^T \in R^k$ be a parameter vector. Given the specific stability described as $\Omega$ and the corresponding guardian map $\nu_\Omega$, the stability range for $r$ can be defined by solving the null space of $\nu_\Omega$.

The preliminary generalized stability regions are defined as half-plane, conic sector, and circle, as shown in Figure 1. The formulations of those guardian maps have been proposed.

$$\nu_\sigma(A) = \det(A \odot I - \sigma I) \det(A - \sigma I),$$

$$\nu_\xi(A) = \det\left(A^2 \odot I + (1 - 2\xi^2)A \odot A\right) \det(A),$$

$$\nu_\omega(A) = \det\left(A \odot A - \omega^2 I \odot I\right) \det(A^2 - \omega^2 I),$$

(3)

where $\odot$ denotes the bialternate product [33].

The guardian maps for these preliminary regions provide the basis to generate a new region. Any region represented by the intersection, union, or inverse of these
primary regions has an analytic guardian map formulated as the product of the above functions. The transient performance, such as rise time, damping ratio, and natural frequency, is related to these classic domains, whereas the steady performance, such as steady-state error, cannot be represented as the location of poles. Hence, guardian maps can only address the transient performance of flight control systems in terms of generalized stability.

3. Model Description of Carrier-Based Aircraft

A nonlinear mathematical model of the F/A-18 Hornet aircraft is presented to analyze linear and nonlinear flight control systems. Herein, a reduced-complexity curve fitting model (CFM) is applied to carrier-based aircraft (CA) [34].

Control surfaces for the conventional F/A-18 Hornet aircraft are defined as ailerons, elevators, rudders, leading edge flaps, and trailing edge flaps. The leading and trailing edge flaps provide additional lift during takeoff and landing. Hence, the control analysis and modeling do not consider these control effectors. Only the symmetric elevator \( \delta_{\text{ele}} \) and throttle \( \phi \) are regarded as active control inputs for the studies performed in this paper.

This longitudinal dynamic model derived from Lagrange’s equations is formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{V} &= T \cos \alpha - D - g \sin \gamma, \\
\dot{\alpha} &= \frac{L + T \sin \alpha}{mV} + \frac{g}{V} \cos \gamma + q, \\
\dot{\gamma} &= \frac{M}{I_{yy}}, \\
\dot{\theta} &= \dot{q}, \\
\dot{h} &= V \sin \gamma, \\
\dot{r} &= V \cos \gamma.
\end{align*}
\]

The nomination of symbols may refer to the nomenclature. The acting forces and moments are calculated using aerodynamic coefficients as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
L &= \dot{q}SC_L, \\
D &= \dot{q}SC_D, \\
M &= \dot{q}ScC_m,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \dot{q} \) represents the dynamic pressure. Table 1 provides the parameters of the CA model [34].

The closed-form formulation of the aerodynamic model is fundamental for stability analysis. Hence, the curve fitting model (CFM) is formulated using the least-square method. The CFM of aerodynamic coefficients under the zero-sideslip assumption is prepared as follows. The parameters in the CFM may refer to Tables 2–4.

\[
\begin{align*}
C_L(\alpha, \delta_{\text{ele}}) &= C_{L}\alpha^3 + C_{L}\alpha^2 + C_{L}\alpha + C_{L}^0 \\
&\quad + \left(C_{L}^\delta \alpha^3 + C_{L}^\delta \alpha^2 + C_{L}^\delta \alpha + C_{L}^\delta\right)\delta_{\text{ele}}, \\
C_D(\alpha, \delta_{\text{ele}}) &= C_{D}\alpha^4 + C_{D}\alpha^3 + C_{D}\alpha^2 + C_{D}\alpha + C_{D}^0 \\
&\quad + \left(C_{D}^\delta \alpha^3 + C_{D}^\delta \alpha^2 + C_{D}^\delta \alpha + C_{D}^\delta\right)\delta_{\text{ele}}, \\
C_m(\alpha, \delta_{\text{ele}}, V, q) &= C_{m}\alpha^2 + C_{m}\alpha + C_{m} + \left(C_{m}^\delta \alpha^2 + C_{m}^\delta \alpha + C_{m}^\delta\right)\delta_{\text{ele}} \\
&\quad + \left(C_{m}^\delta \alpha^2 + C_{m}^\delta \alpha + C_{m}^\delta\right)\frac{c}{2V}.
\end{align*}
\]
The flight control system of CA focuses on the attitude dynamics or short-period mode in the longitudinal dynamics, which is reformulated based on equation (4):

\[
\dot{x} = f(x, x_l) + g(x, p)\delta_{\text{ele}}
\]

where \(x = [\alpha, q]^T\) and \(x_l = [V, \theta]^T\). The linearized state space representation of the nonlinear system (7) is formulated as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta\dot{\alpha} \\
\Delta\dot{q}
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
-\frac{L_a + T_a \sin \alpha}{V} & -\frac{V \cos \alpha}{mV} \\
\frac{L_a}{m} & \frac{L_a}{m}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\Delta\alpha \\
\Delta q
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
1 \\
0
\end{bmatrix} \delta_{\text{ele}}.
\]

The dimensional derivatives in equation (8) are calculated based on the nondimensional derivatives:

\[
\begin{align*}
L_a &= \frac{\bar{q}S}{m} C_{L_0}, \\
M_a &= \frac{\bar{q}S}{I_{yy}} C_{m_{a0}}, \\
L_\delta &= \frac{\bar{q}S}{m} C_{L_\delta}, \\
M_\delta &= \frac{\bar{q}S}{I_{yy}} C_{m_\delta}.
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.1. Adaptive Prescribed Performance Control

The following section presents a velocity-adaptive prescribed performance control methodology based on guardian maps. A classic PI controller structure is adopted in the attitude loop to illustrate the controller design process. The controller parameters are donated as \(K = [K_p, K_I]\). The prescribed performance is specified in the time domain: stability margin, damping, or flying quality requirements. All these requirements can be transformed into the restriction of pole location in complex planes using guardian maps.

#### 3.1.1. Generalized Stable Region for Prescribed Performance

The flying quality (FQ) criteria declare the performance boundary of dynamic responses. The short-period mode focuses on \(\zeta_{sp}, \omega_{sp}\), and \(\omega_{BW}\). These performance specifications can be formulated as generalized stability using the above-introduced classical regions. Boundaries for these criteria are listed in Table 5.

The pole location dominates the short-period polynomial, indicating the information of \(\zeta_{sp}\) and \(\omega_{sp}\). If the roots of the short-period polynomial are denoted as \(p_1\) and \(p_2\), then \(\zeta_{sp}\) and \(\omega_{sp}\) can be expressed by the pole’s location as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\zeta_{sp} &= \frac{p_1 + p_2}{2\sqrt{p_1p_2}}, \\
\omega_{sp} &= \sqrt{p_1p_2}.
\end{align*}
\]

The lower bound on the damping ratio contains the underdamped response, indicating a pair of complex poles in the short-period mode. The upper bound on the damping
The transformation of the prescribed performance to the generalized stable region in the complex plane is shown in Figure 2. The stability margin is defined as the minimum distance from closed-loop poles to the imaginary axis, which can be represented as a generalized stable region $\Omega_\sigma$. The under-damped ratio, described as an overshoot of step response, is directly related to the generalized stable region $\Omega_\sigma$. $\Omega_\sigma$ restricts the maximum distance from the poles to the origin, which can indicate the requirement for overdamping ratio.

The guardian map approach provides a potent tool for parametric stability analysis. It extends Hurwitz's stability to any desired region expressed by the guardian maps in a complex plane, which affords the performance analysis (generalized stability) for a parametric system.

### 3.1.2. Gain Scheduling for Velocity-Adaptive PPC

This work is aimed at determining whether the controller parameters can maintain the closed-loop prescribed performance as the velocity variance. If not, how to make adjustments? According to guardian map theory, all parameters in the subspace bounded by the null space share the same generalized stable region defined by it. Since the prescribed performance has been represented as the combination of the classic generalized stable region of guardian maps, one can calculate the corresponding function’s null space and determine the parameter’s boundary remains prescribed performance. Moreover, one can propose a parameter-scheduled strategy to design a parameter corridor to maintain the specified version. Herein, the velocity is regarded as a scheduled parameter to create the corridor of controller parameters.

The linearized system of the short-period dynamics can be featured the velocity $V$ and denoted as

$$
\Delta \dot{x} = A(V)\Delta x + b(V)\Delta \delta_{\text{ele}},
$$

$$
\Delta \delta_{\text{ele}} = \left( \frac{K_e}{s} + K_p \right)(q_c - q).
$$

where $q_c$ is the command and $q$ is the steady-state value. $K_e$ is the equivalent gain and $K_p$ is the proportional gain. The transformation of the prescribed performance to the generalized performance relates to the damping ratio, and bandwidth has been transformed to the generalized stability domain as a combination of preliminary regions.

A guardian map for the specific generalized stability domain is then formulated as

$$
\nu_\Omega[A_e(V,K)] = \nu_e[A_e(V,K)]\nu_t[A_e(V,K)]\nu_{\text{null}}[A_e(V,K)].
$$

The guardian map approach identifies the controller gain boundary by calculating Equation (12)’s null space.

$$
\nu_\Omega[A_e(V,K,K_{\text{null}})] = 0,
$$

where $K_{\text{null}}$ denotes the null space, the dimension of which is one less than the design space. $V$ is the scheduled parameter, which can be regarded as a section in the design space.

Theoretically, any parameter in the connected region shares the same prescribed performance. However, the parameter near the boundary indicates that the closed-loop performance is most critical. Hence, a parameter selection strategy should be proposed to prevent boundary situations. In this paper, a central policy is adopted to determine the parameter; that is, the location of the parameter is at the

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Algorithm for seeking the center of the multiparametric feasible region.}
\begin{algorithmic}
\State Input: the initial parameter $p_0$, and the tolerance of parameter shift $\text{t ole}$
\State Initialize the current parameter and the shift of parameter: $p_c = p_0$, $d_p = 1$.
\While{$d_p > \text{t ole}$}
\State Initial the following trial parameter: $p_n = p_c$
\For{$i = 1$.dim($p_n$)}
\State Calculate the null space of the $i$-th dimension based on $p_n$, and obtain the feasible region $[p_l(i), p_u(i)]$.
\State Update the value of the $i$-th dimension parameter as the middle value in the feasible region: $p_i(s) = \text{mean}(p_l(i), p_u(i))$.
\EndFor
\State Calculate the shift of the updated parameter: $d_p = \|p_n - p_c\|_2$.
\State Update the current parameter: $p_c = p_c$.
\EndWhile
\State Output: the current parameter $p_c$.
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

The state matrix of the closed-loop system is denoted as $A_e(V,K)$ for Equation (11), where $K = [K_e, K_p]^T$. Prescribed performance relates to the damping ratio, and bandwidth has been transformed to the generalized stability domain as a combination of preliminary regions.
middle position in the feasible range. A multiparametric center-seeking algorithm is proposed in Algorithm 1.

4. Simulation and Discussion

This section applies the reduced-complexity linear model to design the velocity-adaptive PPC and a nonlinear simulation model (SM) for numerical simulation. The flight conditions are $h = 100$ m and $V = 80$ m/s~200 m/s.

4.1. Dynamics of Carrier-Based Aircraft. The dynamics of CA are first examined. The trimmed conditions with velocity are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The stall velocity of CA is about 60 m/s. Figure 3 shows the trimmed angle of attack (AOA) tendency with an increased velocity at a fixed altitude $h = 100$ m. The AOA dramatically increases as the speed drops to 100 m/s. Besides, the trimmed deflection angle of the elevator and thrust with velocity are shown in Figure 4. The thrust trend coincides with AOA, whereas the elevator deflection increases first and then decreases. The cause of the phenomenon is the change in the stability of the plant, which is shown in Figure 5.

The pitch responses of the closed-loop system with specific controller parameters, as shown in Figure 6, are presented in Figure 7. The prescribed performance is shown in red as the stability margin and underdamped ratio, whereas the overdamping ratio cannot be directly marked in the time domain.

The pitch responses of the closed-loop system with the controller in case #1 satisfies the prescribed performance. However, the overshoot of pitch response for the closed-loop system with the controller in case #2 exceeds the restriction. Moreover, controller parameters in case #2 cross over the boundary delineated by the null space of guardian maps. As for case #3 and case #4, the time responses are beyond the requirements for the overdamping

4.2. Attitude Control with Prescribed Performance. The prescribed performance control based on guardian maps is formulated in Section 4. Herein, we present an example to illustrate the validation of the proposed prescribed performance control based on guardian maps. The stability margin is set to be -0.87, the overshoot of pitch response is 20%, and the maximum damping ratio is 1.7. Guardian map with prescribed performance is formulated as mentioned in Section 4, and the null space in the control parameter space is shown in Figure 6. The design space is split into six subspaces, and the performance boundaries are defined as the null space illustrated in different colors. Guardian map theory indicates that parameters in the same connected subspace share the same generalized stability. Hence, we examine four cases for validation, as shown in Figure 6.

The pitch responses of the closed-loop system with specific controller parameters, as shown in Figure 6, are presented in Figure 7. The prescribed performance is shown in red as the stability margin and underdamped ratio, whereas the overdamping ratio cannot be directly marked in the time domain.

Simulation results in Figure 7 show that the closed-loop system with the controller in case #1 satisfies the prescribed performance. However, the overshoot of pitch response for the closed-loop system with the controller in case #2 exceeds the restriction. Moreover, controller parameters in case #2 cross over the boundary delineated by the null space of guardian maps. As for case #3 and case #4, the time responses are beyond the requirements for the overdamping...
ratio. In addition, the time response is affected by zero dynamics, which can also be restricted by the specific region using guardian maps. In this paper, we focus on the pole dynamics with varying velocities. Flight control design and simulation results are presented in the following subsection.

4.3. Validation for VA-PPC. The pitch control of CA is assumed to be a PI controller. The dynamics of the closed-loop system are determined by the controller parameters $K_p$ and $K_i$. In addition, the dynamics of open-loop vary dramatically as speed changes. Three parameters drive the dynamics of the closed-loop system, and the dimension of null space of guardian maps is two, which are surfaces shown in Figure 8. Considering the control saturation, we assume that the maximum gain of the controller is 20. The multi-parametric center-seeking algorithm is applied to determine $K_p$ and $K_i$ for each velocity-scheduled section, listed in Table 6. The path of controller parameters in the velocity-scheduled corridor is approximated by the polynomial fitting of sectional parameters in Table 6 and shown as the black line in Figure 8.

Table 6: Centre control parameters of velocity-scheduled section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$V$ (m/s)</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_p$</td>
<td>-3.56</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
<td>-2.05</td>
<td>-1.99</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_i$</td>
<td>-8.95</td>
<td>-8.40</td>
<td>-8.12</td>
<td>-7.91</td>
<td>-7.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pitch responses at different velocities are shown in Figure 9 with velocity-adaptive PPC. Simulation results indicate that the dynamic pitch response satisfies the prescribed performance concerning the velocity variance. In particular, the damping characteristic shows consistency, which validates the effectiveness of prescribed performance control.

In addition, we examine the boundary conditions to check the necessity of a velocity-adaptive controller. Herein, we set the controller parameters obtained at $V = 200$ m/s as a baseline controller and fixed them. Then, the pitch control at $V = 80$ m/s is performed. The two responses are shown in Figure 10. If we keep the same controller parameter for $V = 80$ m/s, the overshoot of the pitch response will exceed the performance requirement.
Next, we compare the pitch responses for both velocities while the controller parameters are obtained at 80 m/s. Simulation results reveal that the overdamping of pitch response will arise if we do not apply the velocity-adaptive strategy, as shown in Figure 11.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a velocity-adaptive prescribed performance control method based on guardian maps. In general, the stability of pitch dynamics for carrier-based aircraft
varies from unstable to stable as speed drops off. Besides, the damping characteristic shows more underdamped. Guardian maps extend Hurwitz’s stability to generalized stability revealing the transient performance, which affords the parametric analysis approach to closed-loop performance. A velocity-scheduled control strategy is adopted to maintain the prescribed performance of the damping ratio. Moreover, the appropriate values for controller parameters are generated at the center point, where the average distance to the performance boundary is the farthest. The characteristic polynomial of the transfer function’s numerator causes the time response’s deviation. Simulation validates the effectiveness of the proposed method. The proposed approach not only defines the appropriate range of control parameter to ensure the prescribed performance but also provides the adaptive law for the scheduling parameter with a simple strategy.

Nomenclature

\( \begin{align*}
D & : \text{Drag} \\
L & : \text{Lift} \\
M & : \text{Pitch moment} \\
T & : \text{Thrust} \\
V & : \text{Velocity} \\
h & : \text{Altitude} \\
q & : \text{Pitch rate} \\
r & : \text{Range} \\
\alpha & : \text{Angle of attack} \\
\gamma & : \text{Flight path angle} \\
\theta & : \text{Pitch angle} \\
\omega_{sp} & : \text{The natural frequency of the short-period mode} \\
\omega_{BW} & : \text{Pitch attitude bandwidth} \\
\zeta_{sp} & : \text{The damping ratio of the short-period mode.}
\end{align*} \)

Data Availability

The carrier-based aircraft model data are provided in Tables 2–4.
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